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About This Game

Neon Force Pushers is an action packed, competitive multiplayer, platformer where your goal is to push your friends into deadly
hazards in last man standing competitions. Use your incredible force push ability to fight your friends and prove who is the best.
Duke it out in 4 fun and unique stages each with life threatening hazards to avoid and dodge. Battle to collect the gold glowing
crystals, the omnicores, to increase the speed and power of your force push. Choose any of the 4 distinct looking characters to

play as and fight with. Only you can prove you are up for this challenge.

Controls:
Move: w,a,s,d or arrow keys

Push t,f,g,h or keypad 8,4,5,6
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Minimum:

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space
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Check out our full review @ https:\/\/vivereport.com\/2016\/11\/02\/vr-gets-edgy-with-edge-guardian\/

Edge Guardian may be one of the more polished VR titles currently available at such a great price point. Granted, you're not
getting a story per se, and it does fall under the "Wave Based" genre. But if you like punching, cool Sci-Fi premises, and quirky
AI humor, then Edge Guardian is a perfect title for you to jump into and start throwing punches.. This game is really dope I like
the puzzles and creativity, just learned about the series this year, I played the flash game before coming to this and it's a huge
improvement, everyone should try out this game, it's just 12 dollars.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ka9EgkAxvOQ

Unlike most of Steam, I actually enjoyed the first Uriel's Chasm. It was a nice mixture of game styles with a very avant-garde
approach to tying them all together, and the drug-addled\/fever dream christian themes and blasphemy had me asking "what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" on more than one occassion. So when Uriel's Chasm 2 was announced, I was excited to play it.

The above footage was recorded while I had a cold (hence the bad volume levels, I forgot to check them before hand due to how
loopy I was from the meds) and wound up lost to time until I found it the other day. I played it again once more after that, and
the feelings are about the same. As a bullet hell, it still works out in a Titan Quest sort of way. Just one boss fight after another
with the theme of fruit. It's a bit confusing there as they cause pain in the bullet hell sequence, but then in the strategy segment
to stop the trees from burning they are required to advance, making them beneficial.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to complete the game, so I'm not really sure how or if a lot of these elements play into each
other, but from what I experienced it all just seemed to be random things thrown together in more of a religious overtone. Part
of the reason for this is both a lack of skill on my part, as well as a lack of anything to really keep me going. Unlike the first,
this is just the same two games back-to-back. There is another in the trailer but I haven't seen it played, nor did I reach them.

The lack of a continue screen is also a shame. If you die, you go straight to the beginning. No contrinues, no second chances.
Your hit counter also doesn't seem to change other than you get one when you start a new boss battle (I think, that's what it
seemed from when I played). There's also small Sega CD style compressed video of what looks like an abandoned parking
garage that seems to have little to do with the game itself other than aesthetic. Rail Slave Games (the developer) continues to
play these games off like a bad rom hack of a lost game, and things such as the Pac-Man fruit play into it as well. Sadly, it isn't
necessary, nor does it really help anything.

Where the first entry had enough "what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" moments level after level to keep the player invested
to see what's coming next, this one just doesn't. And that's the fatal flaw in its design. This is ripe to set up a drug addled fantasy
world of spiritual context, but the development team just don't take advantage of it. Hopefully their next entry (which I saw was
something actually called 'Fever Dreams') will play into the strengths it is named after.. One shouldn't complain much about a
game with such a low price but regardless I was left feeling disappointed after finishing the game.

The concept starts of with a nice idea but never evolves further from clicking stuff. Click to move. Click to pick up object.
Click to interact with object. Click the thing in the correct time and you won't fail and reset in a spot 5 seconds earlier.
Sounds like a pretty ordinary point&click adventure, right? Well, as similar in the core as Die With Glory is to other
point&click games, it fails to capture the most important thing of the simplistic gameplay genre: charm.

There are no characters whose personality drives the player to continue onwards just to see how they unscrew themself from
whatever pickle they've screwed themselves into. The attempts at humor grow weary very fast as a refence to a different more
popular franchise is blurted after another. The only reason I played through the whole thing because I kept thinking to myself
"well I paid for the thing, might as well finish it". Towards the "end" it just felt like a chore to finish and I use quotemarks
because there is no real ending; just no more levels and a message "we will be back in part 2!". No we won't. Not me at least.

The most astonishing feature of the game is that it took me roughly 3 hours to go through all the levels with each possible
variable and outcome; such a short game and still feels incredibly padded. There are 6 short levels that you have to play through
a couple of times with miniscule differences to 100% the game. After completing the puzzles on the first go, doing the same
things again just for a slightly different dialog option made me feel like such a fool for actually paying for something that
should've been a free game on a browser or mobile phone.
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All in all, I wish this game had died before given a pricetag, there is no glory here.. This game is... well, it's a much worse First-
Person-Puzzler than most of the genre. It's like they looked at some FPPs, said "hey, we can do that too!" Then proceeded to
mimic Starry Night with a two year old's dexterity and finger paints.

The gameplay is alright. There are some... questionable design choices. The way blocks are drawn to you, the way you
move\/jump with the magnetic propulsion... it's clunky. Realistic, some may say, but I think it suffers for it. The general idea
with a platformer (and this game is a platformer to some great degree) is that movement needs to be fluid, or if nothing else,
make some internal sense. I feel the way the magnetic jumping and 'gliding' works is rather poor, and could have easily been
smoothed out to make for a better game (at least in it's platformer aspects).

The music is alright, not that it's going to win any awards. When it wanted to get my heart pounding it could, though the audio
direction was sort of lacking when it came to ending said heart-pounding music. More often than not, it just sort of... fades. And
fades FAST. Making it feel odd and sort of choked when it ends. However, that's not the only audio direction that could use
some work in this game. The voice acting... ah, the voice acting. This is a subject of ridicule from many reviewers. I usually
think the internet is too harsh on games with limited budgets and their voice acting, but I can't help but think that, after
recording a few lines for the warden, someone HAD to listen to them. Then, that someone had to say "Yeah, that's good." before
it could ship. Who said that? I'd like to have words.

Aside from the (at times comically, at times cring-worthily) over-acted voices, the game was also poorly written. If a game is
well written and well voiced, many people can forgive a plethura of flaws. I'm one of those people. However, if a game is poorly
written, good voice acting can help it still hold together, if the game is good. Same goes for a well-written, poorly-acted game.

This game is hitting hard on middle-of-the-road voice acting, meets high-school fanfic writing level. The game starts by telling
you... pretty dumb stuff. Things you don't care about, things you won't bother remembering, things to "draw you in" to a world
it's given you no reason to buy into. It simultaniously tries to get you to "believe" in this world, and also use it as a paper-thin
backdrop to excuse some strung-together puzzles. Advice: Pick one. We don't care, just don't waffle.

Heavy sigh. Okay. There is some good news: There was one puzzle I found fun. The bad news? They introduce time limits to
puzzles. No, you're NOT allowed to figure it out at your own pace. I always had plenty of time when they announced that they
would gas me to death in T minus X, but it always made me aware that there are some people who would be very upset at how
they couldn't just take their time and figure out a puzzle. I like Talos Principle, Portal, and some other FPPs because I find them
relaxing. I can take my time, figure things out, have fun. Not here. Rush, rush, rush. You're not allowed to pause for very long at
any given time.

This, combined with the fact I said I enjoyed ONE puzzle. Out of the entire (way too easy) prologue, with the constant,
annoying, over-explaining voices in my ears, and the 12 levels I played after the prologue, I enjoyed ONE. That's not good,
people. For those of you missing this, even if I count the prologue all as one level, that's 13% enjoyment out of this game so far.
That's a failing grade no matter HOW you slice it.

The art is pretty good. Like the audio, this one isn't winning any awards, but it's not clipping, it's not blurred where it shouldn't
be, so all-in-all they did good there. The models, hitboxes, all fluid, so points to the 3D assets team members.

TL;DR

Bad game. Not enough fun-out to effort-in ratio.. I can't recommend Dungeon Highway, not for an asking price of seven dollars.

However what you'll get for your hard earned monies (should you buy this) is: The same sprite pack that the free game Realm of
the Mad god uses. The highway. Cubes on the highway.

You run slowly down the highway in two frame of animaton and avoid the cubes. There are enemies too but unless you're
aiming for a high score you can just ignore them. The scoreboard doesn't seem to work so don't bother with scoring.

In the - short - time I played I suspect I've seen all that Dungeon Highway has to offer. Which does include a lot of pixelated
blood and a giant floaty big bad pixel thing. You'll only see the blood when you die, and you'll generally only die because a cube
you've already passed has entirely obscured the rest of the higway in front of it making it impossible to tell where the next cube
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is.

All in all this feel like it was written in an afternoon and would be better had it been released for free.. i want to kill myself. If
your really into having different characters to control in this game then this is the DLC for you. This is the Barbarian that wields
2 melee weapons at one time, its tower defense is very strong and its a hoot to have this guy yell at those Orc's while killing
them. You can use this character to wield 2 different melee weapons which can be fun to mix and match each weapon with him.
This DLC doesn't add alot to the game, just a new character to customize and play with. I have liked using the Barbarian but it
doesn't always suit my fancy. There isn't much more to say about this DLC other then get it if your really into this game and
want to have all the available characters at your disposal. Get it and dont regret it.
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Tremendous. Spirits of Xanadu is refreshingly short, distinctively low-fi but so brilliantly executed. If you're a fan of
atmospheric sci-fi games like System Shock, The Swapper or SOMA I think you'll enjoy this.

I was hugely intrigued by the story, and the dialogue and acting are terrific -- the trailer above is a great teaser! Even better: the
endings deliver and they complement each other perfectly. The Xanadu isn't big, but it rewards the observant. I can't believe this
is a mere \u00a34.. IT IS THE STEALERS OF THE GENES. good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665mikero. THE
GUNS

The RPK
Innaccurate, high rate of fire, low-level requirement to unlock, decent damage. Average reserve ammo.
LOUSY GUN

The KSP
Decent reserve ammo. Average stability and accuracy with mods. Super high rate of fire, good damage per second.
GOOD GUN

The Brenner
The less damaging, more stable and accurate answer to the KSP. When you're using an LMG, are you looking for those two
latter qualities? High level requirement.
DECENT GUN

THE MASKS

Pretty neat. Certainly different. Military-centric patterns look sweet on most masks.

MELEE

URSA
Bread and butter knife, low level requirement. Not sure how it holds up now against the myriad of melee weapons but it was a
nice transfer from weapon butt. Couple fully charged hits to kill green SWAT.
DECENT WEAPON

Krieger
Higher damage than Ursa, higher charge time.
DECENT WEAPON

Berger
Named after one of my favorite foods. Lower range and damage but far shorter charge time.
DECENT WEAPON

Trautman
Longest charge time. Highest level requirement. Pretty good damage, has a non-functioning compass on the handle. Couple
charged stabs to kill tans.
GOOD WEAPON

OVERALL

Good guns. Probably will just end up using the KSP. Good melee weapons. Good masks and patterns\/materials. Achievements
not necessary for mods and are pretty fun to attempt.. I refuse to play this game without a hot cup of tea, dim lights,
headphones, and some incense burning. This unique adventure will take you for a ride with some beautifully executed pixel
environments, a soothing soundtrack, and an interesting story. Yet another game that I've found to be absolutely theraputic. An
excellent adventure to tackle one episode at a time at the end of each stressful day.
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